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Abstract—Access Points play an essential role in fault toler-
ant architectures for mobile computing environments which
engage wireless networks. They are the performance bottle-
neck in the presence of failures and handoffs of mobile sta-
tions. Different message dispatch strategies impose differ-
ent effects on the message sojourn time in Access Points. In
this paper, we study five dispatch models which are the basic
queueing model, the static and the dynamic processor-sharing
models, the round-robin model, and the feedback model. We
derive the expected message sojourn time in Access Points
under steady state. We observe that the basic model and the
static processor-sharing model demonstrate the worst perfor-
mance. The other three models cut down the sojourn time
by dynamically reducing the probability of message block-
ing which is introduced by failures and handoffs of mobile
stations; however, which one is the best dispatch strategy de-
pends on the specific environments. These analysis results
can help designers of wireless networks explore better fault
tolerant features of mobile systems for their reliability and
performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As the technology matures, wireless networks are being used
in more applications providing significant benefits to mobile
users. For example, in the battlefield, a general can gather
real-time information from his soldiers and send commands
to them. Wireless networks can be designed for support-
ing crew-computing tools aboard the International Space Sta-
tion [1]. The planetary exploration may also employ mo-
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bile wireless networks as its communication system archi-
tecture [2]. Figure 1 shows a typical wireless network ar-
chitecture which engages three main components: Mobile
Station (MS), Access Point (AP), and Static Host (SH). An

Access Point

Mobile Station

Static Host

Radio Link

Wired Link

Figure 1. Wireless network architecture

MS moves in mobile wireless environments while maintain-
ing network connections by a wireless interface. The AP is
a transceiver device which transmits messages between the
wireless and the wired networks and works as a message re-
lay. The communications between MSs and APs are via ra-
dio links, while all APs and SHs are connected with wires.
Each AP covers a geographical area (cell) within which it
can communicate with its covered MSs directly. The cell ar-
eas are plotted as dashed ellipses in Figure 1. When an MS
moves across the borders of the geographical areas, a handoff
occurs between the old and the new APs. All hosts commu-
nicate with each other by messages only. All messages to and
from an MS are buffered and relayed by its currently asso-
ciated AP, and no messages can be exchanged among MSs
directly. During a handoff, no computational messages can
be transmitted between the APs and the MS.
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Wireless computing enables users or explorers to access and
exchange information while allowing them to roam around
in mobile environments. This flexibility, however, causes
more probable physical damage to MSs [3]. In addition, MSs
contain low battery power and wireless links suffer limited
bandwidth and long transfer delay, which make transient fail-
ures more likely. Fault tolerance is an essential feature which
should be engaged in wireless networks, especially in battle-
field wireless networks as a system failure may cause loss of
human lives. Many researchers have delved into providing
fault tolerance in wireless computing environments [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7]. MSs are not suitable to be employed as the sta-
ble storage for saving checkpoints and message logs, there-
fore all these proposed recovery mechanisms select the AP as
the stable storage. During failure-free execution, MSs take
checkpoints and send the checkpoints to the currently con-
nected APs. APs also log messages relayed by them. After
an MS’s failure, APs have to collect those scattered check-
points and message logs due to movements of the MS, and
resend these information to recover the MS’s state. The tech-
niques to tolerate AP failures are also explored in [5], [8].
Additionally it is pointed out that handoff can also be utilized
as a mechanism to recover the AP failure [5].

From the above description, we learn that the AP plays an es-
sential role in wireless networks. An AP is a message-relay
station which disseminates messages between MSs and SHs.
If an MS is in handoff, no computational messages can be
relayed to it and messages received during handoff should
be queued and buffered in the AP. The more probable fail-
ures also cause messages to be queued in the AP during the
MS’s recovery period. The AP, thus, becomes a bottleneck
in improving the performance of fault tolerance in mobile
environments. Therefore, it is essential to study the perfor-
mance of the AP, such as the expected message sojourn time,
in the presence of failures and handoffs of MSs. As different
message processing strategies should demonstrate different
effects on the expected message sojourn time, in this paper
we consider five message dispatch strategies in the AP: the
basic queuing model, the static and the dynamic processor-
sharing models, the round-robin model, and the feedback
model. We derive the expected message sojourn times under
steady state for all the five models. We perform comparisons
among their expected values, discuss the similarities and dif-
ferences among these models, and determine whether they
are suitable to be engaged as a message distribution strategy
in an AP for wireless networks.

2. RELATED WORK

Performance analyses for computer systems under failures
have been conducted by many researchers. Some papers de-
rive the program completion time under system or component
failures. Tantawi and Ruschitzka [9] consider general fail-
ure distributions to compute the program completion time.
Duda [10] derives the distribution and the expectation of pro-
gram execution time under failures with and without check-
pointing. Chen and Lyu [11] analyze the program comple-

tion time in mobile environments with failures and handoffs
of MSs. Those derived distributions of the program comple-
tion time are essential to carry out the queueing analysis. On
the other hand, the following papers conduct the queueing
analysis. Nicola et al. [12] present a queueing analysis of a
fault tolerant server in which jobs suffer delays due to failures
and queueing. They utilize an irreducible continuous-time
Markov chain to model the server’s behavior. Gaver [13] an-
alyzes a single server which is subject to random interruptions
and gives the distributions of a job’s completion time under
different interruptions. Gelenbe and Derochette [14] conduct
performance analysis of rollback recovery systems under in-
termittent failures. They employ a three-state Markov chain,
which includes the normal state, the recovery state, and the
checkpointing state, to model a database system. Kulkarni et
al. [15] carry out the analysis of the program completion time
in which checkpointing is allowed during reprocessing of the
program, and they utilize the derived results to build a queue-
ing model. All the above models assume that the input to a
queue follows a Poisson fashion. In this paper, we also con-
struct a three-state Markov chain but with different states to
study the behavior of an MS. We conduct the queueing anal-
ysis and derive the expected message sojourn time. However,
we assume that the message dispatch facility (AP) itself is not
subject to failures and only the message target, i.e., the MS,
undergoes failures and handoffs, which cause messages to be
blocked and delayed in the message relay.

All the aforementioned models consider how checkpointing
strategies affect the program completion time and do not take
the server’s program processing policy into consideration.
Different program or message processing strategies, however,
can also influence the program completion time. Therefore,
many papers have been published to address this problem.
Rasch [16] derives the queue size distribution and the aver-
age waiting time for a time-shared system using round-robin
scheduling, with and without swap overhead. Coffman et
al. [17] derive the Laplace-Stieltjes Transform (LST) of the
waiting time distribution based on the service requirement
and the system state. Kleinrock et al. [18] solve the average
response time for jobs conditioned on their service require-
ment, in which different scheduling disciplines are incorpo-
rated, such as first come first served, feedback, and round-
robin. Nunez-Queija [19] gives the LST of the sojourn-time
distribution in an M/M/1 queue with the processor-sharing
service discipline, in which the server is subject to break-
downs. He also points out that the expected sojourn time is
not proportional to the service requirement. These papers dis-
cuss the system performance in the absence of server failures.
The points of departure of this paper from others are that we
solve the message sojourn time in APs in the presence of fail-
ures and handoffs of MSs for wireless networks.

3. STATE ASSUMPTIONS

An MS conducts recoveries after failures and undergoes
handoffs during its execution; therefore, it experiences three
states: the normal (operational) state, the recovery state, and
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the handoff state. Let ������� be the state of the MS at time � .� ���������	��
� � is a three-state Markov process with a state-
transition diagram shown in Figure 2. We assume that the in-
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Figure 2. State transition diagram of mobile station

stants of the occurrences of failures to an MS form a homoge-
neous Poisson process with parameter � and the time between
two successive handoff events is modelled as an exponentially
distributed random variable with parameter � . State 0 is the
normal state, during which messages can be dispatched to the
MS. The MS may fail and then enters State 1. We assume that
a failure is detected as soon as it occurs. A recovery process
will be conducted in State 1. The recovery time � is regarded
as an exponentially distributed random variable with param-
eter � . If a handoff occurs, the MS transits from State 0 to
State 2. The handoff completion time � is also an exponen-
tially distributed random variable but with parameter � . No
failures take place during the recovery or the handoff period.
According to the assumptions made before, we get the rate
matrix of the three-state Markov process

� ������������
�� � for
the MS, which is

��� ���� � � � � �� � � �� � � �
� �!��"#�$�%�&�%�'���("*),+

The stationary distribution of the Markov process is given by-/.102.435.1687� 9 :<;:,;,=4:<>?=1;A@ ;A@:<;,=4:<>B=1;A@ :,>:<;,=4:,>?=1;A@DC �
in which

.FE
denotes the probability of an MS in state G in the

stationary situation. Note that we will use the notation H/IJ�LKM�
to denote the Laplace-Stieltjes Transform (LST) of N I �����
which is the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) of a ran-
dom variable O . So HPIJ�QKA� ��R&STQU 04VXWZY T\[ N]I^�_��� �a` � VXWZY I � .

4. MESSAGE SOJOURN TIME

The message arrival process for each MS used throughout
this paper is assumed as a Poisson process with parameterb

which is the arrival intensity. If the number of MSs covered
by an AP is cd�&cfeg� , the total message arrival rate will bec b for an AP since the combination of Poisson inputs is still a
Poisson input. The message dispatch requirement is assumed

to be an exponentially distributed random variable h with pa-
rameter i if the dispatch facility of an AP is occupied by one
message exclusively, which means that the service rate of the
dispatch facility is the constant i . The message sojourn time
in an AP, denoted as j , is the duration of a period between the
instant when the message enters the AP and the instant when
the message is totally disseminated. If a message starts its
dissemination, the target MS stays in its normal state until the
current message’s dispatch is completed. This assumption is
reasonable as the message dispatch requirement is relatively
small under common situations. No messages can be dis-
tributed to an MS if the MS is in the recovery or the handoff
state; therefore, an MS in these two states is called as an un-
available MS. The traffic intensity kml for an AP is defined ask l � c b1` �Qhn� � c b1o i . With different dispatch strategies,
the sojourn times are different in the presence of failures and
handoffs of MSs. In the following sections we will consider
five dispatch strategies: the basic model, the static and the dy-
namic processor-sharing models, the round-robin model, and
the feedback model.

Basic Dispatch Model

The basic dispatch model is a normal M/M/1 queue in which
all MSs share the same queue, shown in Figure 3. A message
is deliverable when it is at the head of the queue and its cor-
responding MS is in the normal state. The message dispatch

q0

nλ
µ

Figure 3. Basic dispatch model of an Access Point

time conditioned on dispatch requirement h , pnq l �Lhn� , may
be expressed by:

p q lr�Lhn� �!st u h vwGQxy� � ��{z{h vwGQxy� � )�Dz|h vwGQxy� ��} +
If the message is deliverable, the dispatch time is h ; other-
wise, if the message is at the head of the queue and its tar-
geted MS is in the recovery or the handoff state, it should
be blocked until the MS returns back to the normal state.
With the memoryless property of the exponential distribu-
tion, the residual recovery and handoff times are still � and� , respectively. Unconditioning on � and h and applying` �~j�� �a` �~p�� o �%) � k l � , the expected message sojourn time
in the stationary state,

` q lr�~j�� , is given by` q l �~j�� � ` �Qhn��z . 3 ` �L���4z . 6 ` �Q�8�) � c b1` �Qhn� + (1)

We know that the sojourn time without failures and handoffs
of MSs is

` �Qhn� o �%) � c b1` �Lhn�\� [20]. The difference between
these two sojourn times, then, is the recovery and the handoff
time introduced by failures and handoffs of MSs.
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Static Processor-Sharing Dispatch Model

In the basic dispatch model, when the message at the head of
the queue is blocked, all subsequent messages will be blocked
even though they could be dispatched if they get a chance to
enter the dispatch facility. To solve this problem, we con-
struct different queues for different MSs and come to the
static processor-sharing model. In this model, messages ar-
riving at an AP will be queued in c queues according to their
target MSs. The dispatch facility is equally shared by these c
queues, which implies that each queue is virtually associated
with a dispatch facility whose service rate is i o c . Figure 4

q1

λ

q2

λ

qn

λ

µ/n µ/n µ/n

Figure 4. Static processor-sharing dispatch model of an Ac-
cess Point

shows this dispatch model. The message dispatch time is ex-
pressed by

p Y��?Y �Lhn� � st u c4h vwGLx � � ��{z|c4h vwGLx � � )�gz{c4h vwGLx � ��} �
and the expected sojourn time is` Y��?Y � j�� � c ` �Qhn��z .P3 ` �L� �4z . 6 ` �L���) � c b1` �Lhn� + (2)

Compared with the basic model,
` Y��BY �~j���
 ` q l<� j�� . An

intuitive explanation is that in the case of the static processor-
sharing model, some capacities of the dispatch facility might
be wasted when certain queues are empty, which indicates
that the static processor-sharing dispatch policy is not a solu-
tion to the blocking problem induced by the basic model. One
way to improve the performance of this model is to allocate
the dispatch facility only among queues which contain de-
liverable messages. This introduces the dynamic processor-
sharing dispatch model.

Dynamic Processor-Sharing Dispatch Model

The dynamic processor-sharing dispatch model puts mes-
sages into c queues the same way as the static processor-
sharing dispatch model does; however, the dispatch facility
is dynamically shared among the MSs who are in the normal
state and whose corresponding queues are not empty. This
condition can be restated that the dispatch facility is dynam-
ically shared among queues which contain deliverable mes-
sages. Figure 5 shows this dispatch model. At a specific

q1

λ

q2

λ

qn

λ

µ/K µ/K µ/K

K

Figure 5. Dynamic processor-sharing dispatch model of an
Access Point

time, the dispatch facility contains
�

deliverable messages,
in which each message comes from different queues. As the
behaviors of c queues are the same, without loss of gener-
ality, we only analyze the experience of the message at the
head of � 3 . When the message becomes deliverable and en-
ters the dispatch facility, there are other � � � )M� deliverable
messages in the dispatch facility. Therefore, this message re-
ceives dispatch service with rate i o � and the traffic intensity
varies with

�
. Let k�� be the expected traffic intensity for

each queue. Since� � � �	� � ��
 c � )� � )� � k � . 0 ��� W 3 �\) � k � . 0 ��� W � �^)�� � � cd+
we get

k�� � b ` �Lhn�) � . 0 b1` �Qhn���Qc � )M� + (3)

The message dispatch time conditioned on
�

is given by

p�� �?Y �Lhn�� � �2st u � h vwGLx � � ��|z � h vwGLx � � )�gz � h vwGLx � ��} +
Unconditioning on � ,

�
, and h , we get the message sojourn

time as` � �?Y �~j�� � - k�� .10 �Qc � )M�4z�) 7 ` �Lhn�4z .P3 ` �L����z .16 ` �L���) � k�� +
(4)

We know that the static and the dynamic processor-sharing
models are the same when c � ) . As a consequence, Equa-
tion (4) equals Equation (2) when c � ) .
Round-Robin Dispatch Model

For the dynamic processing-sharing model, the dispatch fa-
cility is shared among queues which contain deliverable mes-
sages. If we dedicate the facility exclusively for one queue at
a time and make the facility serve each queue in a sequential
and cyclic turn, the round-robin dispatch model comes into
view. When the dispatch facility visits a message queue, if
the queue contains a deliverable message, it will pick up the
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H������B�LKM� � H�� �QKA� - . 0 z��%) � .10 k � � W 3 � .43 H��J�QKA�'z .16 H��n�QKA�\� 7) � �\) � . 0 � - �\) � . 0 k z . 0 krH � �QKA�\� � W 3 � �%) � . 0 k � � W 3 7 (6)

` � p	�
�?� � . 0 ` �Qhn� - )&z|k �%) � . 0 ���Qc � )A� 7 z#�\) � . 0 kr� � W 3 - �\) � . 0 � ` �Lhn�'z . 3 ` �Q� �'z . 6 ` �Q��� 7.10 z#�%) � .10 ���\) � . 0 k � � W 3 (7)

message from the head of the queue and dispatch it to its MS,
and then turn to the next message queue. If there are no de-
liverable messages in the queue, it will visit the next message
queue without overhead or swap time. Due to that no swap
time is assumed, we note that when no messages have been
delivered in the last turn for each queue, the dispatch facility
should wait at the current queue until its corresponding MS
returns back to work; otherwise, the dispatch process would
not make any progress. Figure 6 shows this processing model.

q1

λ

q2

λ

qn

λ

µ µ µ

Figure 6. Round-robin dispatch model of an Access Point

The message dispatch time p ��� �Lhn� is given by

p ��� �Lhn� �
s����������t
����������

u

h v�GLx � � ��{zfhv�GLx � � )�rc [ � � ��gz hv�GLx � ��} rc [ � � ����E U 3 h E z��p	�
�r�Qhn�v�GLx � � ),� } rc [ � 
 )
� (5)

in which �p �
� �Qhn� is a random variable with the same prob-
ability distribution as p ��� �Lhn� and

�
is the number of de-

livered messages in the last service turn before the dispatch
facility visits the queue again. If � � � , the message will be
dispatched with time h . If � � )<� } and

� � � , the dis-
patch facility should stay in the current queue until the target
MS returns back to operation and then disseminates the mes-
sage. If � � )<� } and

� 
 ) , the message should be blocked
in the queue until the dispatch facility visits the queue again
to decide whether or not for dissemination with dispatch time
�p	�
�r�Qhn� . The time to the next visit is

� �E U 3 h E if
�

messages
will be delivered in this turn among the other �Qc � )M� queues.

Let the traffic intensity for each queue be k �yb o i . Assum-
ing that the probability of a queue being busy at equilibrium
is k , we obtain� � � �	� � � 
 c � )� � � .10 k � � �\) � .10 k � � W 3 W � �/� � � � c � )<+
Taking LST for Equation (5) and applying H������?�QKA� �H	������ �LKM� , we get Equation (6). After engaging the moment
generating property of the Laplace transform [21], we obtain
Equation (7) and ` � j��
�?� � ` � p �
� �) � k + (8)

We can see when c � ) the round-robin model is reduced to
the process-sharing model.

Feedback Dispatch Model

Another way to reduce the blocked overhead forced by the
message at the head of the queue in the basic model is to
move the blocked message away and to yield the delivery
chance to the subsequent messages. The removed message
should be fed back to the queue, which introduces the feed-
back dispatch model, shown in Figure 7. In this model, each

q0

nλ
µ

Figure 7. Feedback dispatch model of an Access Point

removed message is instantaneously added to the tail of the
queue in its original turn. We also assume that no overhead or
swap time is associated with the process of loading and un-
loading messages from the dispatch facility [22]. Let � be
the total number of messages in the queue and in the dispatch
facility when a message enters the queue. Again we note that
when the message arrives at the dispatch facility and finds its
MS is not available whereas all its previous � messages have
been fed back, it should stay there until its MS returns back
to work. It should not be fed back; otherwise, the dispatch
process would make no progress.

Analysis of this model is more difficult due to the fact that
the message input to the queue � 0 is no longer a Poisson in-
put, since the message arrivals join the queue via the feed-
back path [16]. However, as the service rate of the dispatch
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j��Mq,�Lhn� � s����t
����

u
h vwGLx*� � � rc [ � � � �����f� ���� � rc [ � � �,�\��{z|h vwGLx*� � )�rc [ � � � �����f� ���� � rc [ � � �,�\��gz{h vwGLx*� ��} rc [ � � � �����f� ���� � rc [ � � �,�\�� z � � W 3E U 3 h E zfh vwGLx*� � � rc [ � �	�� � rc [ )�� � � �*�� z � � W 3E U 3 h E z�
 �Mq �Qhn� vwGLx*� � ),� } rc [ � ���� � rc [ )�� � � �*�

(9)

H�����A�QKA� � H � �QKA���\) � k l � � . 3 H � �LKM��z . 6 H � �QKA�) � �\) � .10 ��k l z . 0) � �%) � .10 z .10 H��]�QKA�\��k l��)&z��\) � . 0 ���\) � k l � � )) � �%) � . 0 �	k l � )) � �\) � . 0 z . 0 H � �QKA�\��k l�� (10)

` �~j �Aq � � - �%) � .10 � ` �Qhn��z .P3 ` �L����z .16 ` �L��� 7 �%) � k l<� 6 z . 0 ` �Qhn� - ) � �\) � .10 ��k l 7�\) � krl,� - ) � �\) � . 0 � 6 k l 7 (11)

facility is a constant i , the distribution of stationary mes-
sage number in the queue and in the dispatch facility for the
feedback model is the same as the one for a normal M/M/1
queue, which is stated by PASTA property [20]. Therefore,� � � ��� � � �%) � krl,��k�� l . However, the message sojourn
time in the AP cannot be determined as the same as the so-
journ time in the M/M/1 queue, so we derive it from another
approach as follows. It can be expressed by Equation (9), in
which

�
is the number of messages that have been dispatched

since a message enters the AP until the message reaches the
head of the queue at the first time.

�
is the residual service

time of a message currently in service when the message en-
ters the AP and 
 �Mq �Qhn� denotes the time period between the
instant that the message is fed back to the tail of the queue
and the instant that the message finishes its dispatch. Note� z � � W 3E U 3 h E is the waiting time in the queue after the mes-
sage enters the queue and before it enters the dispatch facility
during which

�
messages have been sent out.

�
follows a

binormal distribution as� � � � � � �*� � 
 � � � . 0 � �%) � . 0 ��� W � +
Since the service time h is exponentially distributed and
the message, after being fed back, joins the queue with the
prior knowledge that the message in dissemination has just
started [16],

�
and 
 �Aq �Qhn� employ the same distributions

as those of h and j �Mq �Lhn� , respectively. Following the same
steps as those in the round-robinmodel, we get Equation (10),
the LST of the c.d.f. of the message sojourn time. The cor-
responding expected message sojourn time,

` � j �Mq � , is given
by Equation (11).

5. COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section we compare different dispatch models in or-
der to observe the relationships among them and to determine
which one is the best under different conditions according to
our defined performance metric: the expected message so-
journ time. Some parameter values are not changed through-

out this section, and we give them here: � � )M� W 3 , � � ) ,� � )M� W�� . The handoff operation is a mobile characteristic
provided by wireless networks and only contains some mes-
sage exchanges, while the recovery procedure includes an ad-
ditional state recovery. Therefore, the expected handoff com-
pletion time should be less than the expected recovery time.
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Figure 8. Average sojourn time vs. number of mobile sta-
tions

Figure 8 shows the results of average message sojourn time
in an AP when the number of MSs increases. Different dis-
patch models demonstrate various relationships with the in-
crease of the number of MSs, c . The basic model and the
dynamic processor-sharing model exhibit moderate increases
while the static processor-sharing model experiences sharp
increase. The dispatch capacity dedicated to a certain MS
decreases with c in the processor-sharing models, which in-
duces the increase of the sojourn time; however, dynamic
scheduling compensates part of loss of the dispatch capac-
ity .

` �~j��MqM� decrease first and then increase later.
` � j �
�?�

shows no discernible increase in Figure 8. The round-robin
model and the feedback model are different with other models
in that they give dispatch opportunities to other dispatchable
messages instead of blocking them by yielding the dispatch
facility. They hide the unavailable periods by dispatching
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messages for other MSs. Therefore, their sojourn times en-
joy decrease with the number of MSs. However, if too many
MSs are present, the round time to the next dispatch opportu-
nity will exceed the blocking time, which cancels out the ad-
vantage and thus the expected sojourn times increase. From
this figure, we can see that when c � ) , all models take the
same effect in the expected message dispatch time. Actually
under this condition, all the other four models are reduced to
the basic model.
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Figure 9. Average sojourn time vs. failure rate
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Figure 10. Average sojourn time vs. message arrival rate

We next show how the failure rate affects the expected so-
journ time in Figure 9. The sojourn times of all the five mod-
els increase with the failure rate � . This is obvious as the
higher the failure rate is, the greater the undeliverable proba-
bility for a message is. When the failure rate is low, the four
models except the static processor-sharing model are almost
the same as they make the best of resource utilizations, while
the static processor-sharing model wastes part of the dispatch
capacity due to the low traffic intensity. As the failure rate
increases, the performance of the basic model approaches to
that of the static processor-sharing model. The performances
of the other three models maintain a good level with little di-
vergence. When the failure arrival rate is high enough, the
dispatch facility is occupied by one message exclusively with
a large probability in the dynamic processor-sharing model.
Under this condition, these three models converge. These ob-

servations can also be made with the handoff rate � . Pro-
longing the recovery period or the handoff period apparently
increases the message sojourn time.
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Figure 11. Average sojourn time vs. expected message dis-
patch requirement

The message arrival rate
b

produces similar effects as the
number of MSs in all the five models, shown in Figure 10.
With different failure rates, some models exhibit different
behaviors with the expected message dispatch requirement` �Lhn� which indicates the capacity of the dispatch facility,
shown in Figure 11. Increasing the dispatch requirement adds
the sojourn time in all the five models under a relatively low
failure rate. An interesting observation is that with a relatively
high failure rate, the round-robin and the feedback models
may demonstrate decrease in the sojourn time, although the
decrease is slight. This is also due to the dispatch facility or
message cyclic characteristic provided by these two models.

From all of the above figures, the static processor-sharing
model demonstrates the worst performance, and the basic
model exhibits the second worst performance. The other
three models outperform these two models; however, their
relative performance varies under different conditions, in-
cluding the number of MSs, the failure rate, the message ar-
rival rate, and so on. We note, however, that there is only one
queue in the basic and the feedback models. When the num-
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ber of MSs is large, the message arrival rate should be small;
otherwise the queue in these two models will not be stable.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we perform analyses for message sojourn time
within an Access Point in the presence of failures and hand-
offs of mobile stations in wireless networks. To see how dif-
ferent message dispatch strategies influence the sojourn time,
we study five dispatch models. We derive the expected mes-
sage sojourn time under steady state. Analytical and numeri-
cal results show that the basic model and the static processor-
sharing dispatch model demonstrate the worst performance.
The other three models may be suitable for applications as the
dispatch strategy for the Access Point; however, the runtime
environment determines which one should be implemented.
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